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Logistics Officer
PT. Multi Bintang Indonesia, Tbk

PT Multi Bintang Indonesia, Tbk is the
leading beer and beverage company in Indonesia, which has been operating since
1931 with two breweries, each in Sampang Agung (Mojokerto) and Tangerang. We
produce and market strong brands such as Bir Bintang, Heineken, Bintang Zero, and Green Sands. Our Sales
and Marketing offices operate in all major cities nationwide.

We challenge the young potential
candidate, for the following position of:

Logistics
Officer

Supply
Chain of Multi Bintang : The
Supply Chain of MBI consists of 2 manufacturing locations (breweries) and 4
warehouse locations all in Java. Raw and packaging materials are both imported
and sourced locally. MBI ships finished product (Bintang beer, Heineken beer,
Bintang Zero Green Sands) in around 40 SKU's to around 100 ship-to points
nationwide and has some export destinations. Part
of the packaging materials (bottles, crates and kegs) are returned from market
to brewery and after cleaning and inspection used again.

Purpose of
the Job: To ensure that for all nationwide destinations/customers the delivery service
is improved while at same time managing reducing distribution cost. The
distribution cost is made up from transport cost and external warehousing cost.

Job Description:

Initiate and implement improvements
aimed at reducing distribution costInitiate and implement improvements
aimed improving delivery serviceBudget preparation of transport cost
and external warehousing costCost monitoring of transport cost
and external warehousing costMaintain and update SAP masterdata
with respect to distribution and transport costing. Coordinate tender process for
transport and warehousingReview transporters warehouse
performance and compliance with contractIncrease OTIF arrival of products at
customers/distributorMonitor and evaluate data received from other departmentsIdentify
issues/opportunities in processes, procedures and/or systemsMonitor reduce lead times to
distributorsSupport Log Operation Manager in
(improvement) projects

Requirements:
S1 graduate from
Management/Business/Industrial Engineering Having solid experienced
in Logistics Distribution in Multi National Company, and experience
in managing people is an advantageExperience as
Logistic Business Development will be advantage.Computer
literate (MS Office, MS Access) familiar with SAP is an advantage.Pro-active and achievement-oriented
personService orientedGood analytical
and problem solving capabilitiesGood command of English, spoken and
written.Good team workerHaving growth potential towards future
operational management position

Work Location : Tangerang
If
you meet the above requirements,
please
indicate the position you apply for and send your CV at least 1 month
after
this publication to:
recruitment_mbi@multibintang.co.id
Only shortlisted
candidates will be notified

